Abstract In this paper, we propose a vision-based system for human detection and tracking in indoor environment using a static camera. The proposed method is based on object recognition in still images combined with methods using temporal information from the video. Doing that, we improve the performance of the overall system and reduce the task complexity. We first use background subtraction to limit the search space of the classifier. The segmentation is realized by modeling each background pixel by a single gaussian model. As each connected component detected by the background subtraction potentially corresponds to one person, each blob is indepentently tracked. The tracking process is based on the analysis of connected components position and interest points tracking. In order to know the nature of various objects that could be present in the scene, we use multiple cascades of boosted classifiers based on Haar-like filters. We also present in this article a wide evaluation of this system based on a large set of videos.
Introduction
Potential applications of human detection systems are numerous such as low mobility persons monitoring, home automation, video surveillance, robotics, content based indexing, etc. For these applications, it is often necessary to detect humans before seeking highest level information. In the framework of the CAPTHOM project, we attempt to develop a human detection system in order to limit the power consumption of buildings and to monitor low mobility persons. Therefore, within this framework, we propose a system which has sufficiently robust performances to be usable in uncontrolled environments, the system must be easily tunable and embeddable. In other words, the system must be an optimal compromise between false detection rate and algorithmic complexity.
If the need of a reliable human detection system in videos is really important, it is still a challenging task. First, we have to deal with general object detection difficulties (background complexity, illumination conditions etc.). Second, there are other specific constraints involved with human detection. First, the human body is highly articulated. Then, human characteristics vary from one person to another (skin color, weight etc.). Clothes (color and shape) and occlusions also increase the difficulties.
Despite of these important challenges, some very promising systems have already been proposed in the litterature. We can for example quote two well-known methods proposed by Dalal and Triggs [7] and Viola et al. [38] . These methods usually attempt to detect humans in still images using a well-suited representation of human shapes and a classification method. In another point of view, there are methods which are based on video analysis (e.g. [29, 34] ) in which motion is used to interpret the content of a scene doing strong assumptions about the nature of objects that could be present. In this paper, we propose a method using advantages of both approaches using tools classically dedicated to object detection in still images in a video analysis framework. We use video analysis to interpret the content of a scene without any assumption while objects nature is determined by statistical tools derived from object detection in images. To do that, we first use background subtraction to detect objects of interest. As each connected component detected potentially corresponds to one person, each blob is then indepentently tracked. The nature of these tracked objects is determined using object recognition methods in the video analysis framework.
In the following, we first present the state of the art in human detection, we then present an overview of the proposed method. Each step of the method is detailed in sections 4, 5 and 6 giving practical details about the implementation. An evaluation, based on a wide video dataset is finally presented.
Previous works on human detection
Human detection has received many attention in the past few years because of the huge demand of robust systems for smart surveillance, robotics, content based indexing, automotive safety etc. As mentioned by Gavrila in its review paper [15] , human activity analysis methods can be divided in three categories, namely (1) the 3D approaches, (2) the 2D approaches with explicit shape model, and (3) the 2D approaches without explicit shape model. Methods in (1) and (2) attempt to recover 3D/2D body parts and posture on pre-localized blobs [41, 22] often resulting in a stick-figure representation. While those methods do not require a training phase, they need strong assumptions on the content of the scene and often require the use of non-trivial mathematical models. On the other hand, methods in (3) detect people without explicitly locating their body parts. In fact, based on a training database, these methods extract features (e.g. edges, gradients, shape, wavelet coefficients etc.) and, following a recognition step (e.g. SVM, Adaboost etc.) separate human from non-human shapes [31, 7, 38] . A good overview of recent techniques and quantitative comparison can be found in [33] .
In this third case, the choice of the representation is very important while very difficult because this representation has to be invariant to lighting conditions, gait, occlusions etc.. In other words, the representation must have a large inter-classes variability but a small intra-class one. This representation can be global [17] or local [25, 31, 7] . Global approaches are widely used in pattern recognition but are rarely used in human detection principally because the human body is highly articulated. Nevertheless, Gavrila et al. [17] proposed a well-known pedestrian detection system called protector based on edge representation and the Chamfer distance. The VASM [6] video-surveillance system which uses simple explicit features about detected objects also uses a global representation. Local representations are less sensitive to occlusions. One possible approach is to use a local and sparse representation of human based on local features [26, 3, 2] in a bag of words framework [13] . Another very popular approach in human detection is the use of a local and dense representation. Oren et al. [30] and Papageorgiou and Poggio [31] have first proposed an object detection system, applied in the case of human detection, based on a set of Haar-like filters. Humans are thus described by an over-complete dictionary of difference in intensity of adjacent areas. Viola and Jones [38, 23] use Haar-like filters. Dalal and Triggs [7, 8] made a serious breakthrough in human representation with the histograms of oriented gradients (HOG). These two mehods are widely used in the literature but we can however quote other representations. For example, Wu et al. [42] propose an edgelet representation, Utsumi and Tetsutani [37] use a representation based on a statistical analysis of the distance from Mahalanobis between various parts of the image. More recently Gao et al. [14] have proposed the Adaptive Contour Feature (ACF) , and Tuzel et al. [36] use covariance features for human detection.
In order to deal with partial occlusions, methods using part-based representation could be used. In this case, the classifier seeks each human body part independently and then fuse detection results [42, 44, 12, 36] .
All approaches presented above rely only on static image features despite the potential of motion information for people detection. So, other methods have proposed to use temporal information. For example, Dalal and Triggs [8] have extended their initial histogram of oriented gradients [7] with temporal information. Viola and Jones have also extended [39] Haar-like filters with temporal information. This approach has shown superior quantitative performance in [40] .
After the description of human appearance in the feature space, a supervised learning algorithm is commonly used to learn the classification function. If one has a large number of examples of positive images and negative ones, the training algorithm seeks a function able to separate the positive examples and the negative ones within the feature space. While the huge majority of methods are based on SVM (e.g. [7, 12] ) or on boosting (e.g. [38] ), other approaches have been used. For example, Wu and Nevatia [43] learn a tree structured clas-sifier. Gavrila [16] proposes a tree structured Bayesian approach that builds on offline clustering of pedestrian shapes. Methods presented above treat the problem of data partitioning and classifier learning separately, Wojek et al. [40] propose another approach by using the MPLBoost classifier that simultaneously learns the data partitions and a classifier for each partition.
Other methods are based on a different scheme. In these methods, a background subtraction is firstly done in order to detect regions of interest, then based on the detected objects, a model is learned and used for tracking and activity recognition. We can quote here the most well-known methods. Firstly, Stauffer et al. [34] build a gaussian mixture model for background subtraction and then learn various pattern of activities based on a codebook generation. Oliver et al. [29] propose a computer vision and machine learning system for modeling and recognizing human behaviors in a visual surveillance task. In this case, they propose an eigenbackground model to detect objects in the scene and then a HMM framework for activity analysis. Elgammal et al. [10] have proposed a non-parametric background subtraction for initializing a part-based segmentation and tracking algorithm. Haritaoglu et al. [19] have proposed the W 4 video-surveillance system in which they use background subtraction to initialize body-part segmentation and other appearance models. Wren et al. [41] use a single gaussian model for the background subtraction which initialize the person model used for gesture recognition. These methods usually make assumptions about the objects that could be present in the scene.
Methods usually employed to detect human are designed for detection on still images. Other methods, based on video analysis, make strong assumptions about the nature of objects present in the scene. The method proposed in this paper takes advantages of both approaches.
Overview of the proposed method
The method presented in this paper is based on three different steps: change detection, tracking and classification.
We firstly perform change detection, this step is very useful as it permits to reduce the search space of classifiers localizing regions of interest in the image. It also permits to reduce the number of false detections. We choose to model each pixel in the background by a single gaussian distribution, so the detection process is a simple probability density function thresholding. This simple model presents a good compromise between detection quality, computation time and memory requirements. We update the background model at three different levels. We firstly proceed at the pixel level updating each pixel with a temporal filter allowing to consider long time variations of the background. Then, we proceed with an image-based update to deal with global and sudden variations. Finally, we do an object-based update to deal with the entrance or the removal of static objects.
Then, once we know the list of connected components detected in the current image, we build the history of their displacements in the image plane. One connected component potentially corresponding to one person, we track each moving object present in the scene. This displacement history is very useful since it enables us to largely increase performances of the overall system. This is done with a the combination of a connected components analysis and the tracking of points of interest.
Once objects of interest are detected and tracked, we determine the nature of these objects answering the following question: do we follow a human? With this intention, we use the classification method defined by Viola and Jones [38] . This method is based on Haarlike filters and adaboost. We finally build a confidence index on the membership of each object to the "human" class.
Background subtraction
Background subtraction simplies further treatments by locating areas of interest in the image. With a model of the environment and an observation, we attempt to detect what changed in the current frame. It is a very important step because the following steps will be based on this result. For our application, areas of interest are those in the image where there is a strong probability to detect a person. We present in this section the background subtraction method used in our system.
Background model
We presented in [4] a comparative study of various background subtraction methods. In this previous work, we argue that simple background subtraction methods (e.g. [41] ) are often at least as performing than complex ones (e.g. [10, 29, 35] ) when considering the detection quality and also computation time and memory requirements. As we work in indoor environments, we argue that a multimodal model (e.g. in [34] ) is not required in our application. Moreover, the gaussian distribution allows to weight the difference between the inria-00545469, version 1 -17 Oct 2012 current image and the mean by the covariance matrix which directly depends on the amount of noise.
From this observation, we chose to model each pixel of the background by a single gaussian distribution [41] . For each pixel s at time t, the background model B s,t is composed of the mean µ s,t = {µ r,s,t , µ g,s,t , µ b,s,t } and the covariance matrix Σ s,t . We assumed that Σ s,t is diagonal:
where σ 
The detection is finally done thresholding the Mahalanobis distance:
where τ 1 is a threshold and X is the foreground motion mask. If X s,t equals 1, the pixel s belongs to the foreground (or region of interest), whereas if X s,t equals 0, the pixel s belongs to the background, i.e. the static part of the image. By making the assumption that the covariance matrix is diagonal, the amount of memory used by this method is relatively light. Indeed, the model B s,t is composed only of 6 values per pixel (3 values for the means and 3 values corresponding of the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix).
Background model update
In real applications, the scene is never completely static. The model must be sufficiently flexible to adapt itself to the various changes of the environment:
1. slow variations of illumination, 2. sudden variations of illumination, 3. the addition or the removal of static objects.
For the first variation, in order to deal with slow variations of the illumination, caused for example by natural change of daylights, the model is updated as follows:
and diagonal terms of the covariance matrix are updated with:
The threshold α is a parameter related to the speed at which new observations are taken into account. Then, for sudden variations of illumination, we use the following criterion:
where S is the number of pixels in the image and s∈S X (s) corresponds to the number of foreground pixels. If Ω > τ 2 , the percentage of detected foreground pixels changed is too important compared with the image size so the model is reinitialized with µ s,t = I s,t . By doing this, the model is sufficiently flexible to adapt itself to brutal changes of illumination.
For variation 3, a third update is carried out on the object level. This update is useful since it allows to quickly reinitialize the background model face to some specific situations like removal of a "static" object or introduction of a "static" object. Without this update, in the case of an object removal, the object which is not present in the scene anymore is still present in the background model. In the case of an object adding, the detected object, although static, is not in the model. Both situations generate detection errors. Even if the difference between the model and the environment will be slowly reduced by the temporal filter, for our application, we chose to force the update so that the phantom of the mobile object disappears quickly. It means also that static objects are quickly included in the background model. Thanks to further steps described below, we are able to determine the nature of objects and their positions in previous frames. If an object, detected by the background subtraction, is static and is regarded as not being human during a preset number of images, the background model of its corresponding shape is reinitialized using the current image.
Therefore, by carrying out an update with the three different levels, we are able to manage the most current variations of the environment.
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Post-processing
Objects detected by background subtraction correspond ideally to a compact area with smooth borders. False detections are often distributed on all the image and correspond to small clusters of isolated pixels. We use a set of morphological operations to remove isolated pixels and to fill holes in the foreground image. We use a mask of size 3 × 3 and we use an opening followed by a closing [5] .
Then, foreground pixels are gathered in connected components [1] . In the ideal case, one connected component corresponds to one object of the scene. The figure 1 presents an illustration of a result obtained after background subtraction, filtering and connected components gathering (one color represents one connected component). 
Tracking
In the previous section, we explained how we obtain the list of blobs (connected components) present in each image. Now, we wish to know a history of the displacements of these blobs in the image plan. One blob corresponding potentially to one object, we wish to track independently each object present in the scene by assigning to it a label consistent in time. This history is very useful since it enables to largely increase the performance of the global system. The history allows to smooth in time classification errors. As explained previously, constraints concerning the algorithm complexity and the amount of memory used are very important for our application. It thus does not seem adequate to use a complex model of each object.
It is possible to initialize the tracking process with the result of the human detection classifier (detection carried out in a sliding window framework e.g. [7] ) or with the connected component detected with the background subtraction. According to the results of human detection in a sliding detection framework, presented for example in [9] , performances of these detectors do not seem sufficient to initialize the tracking for robust applications. It thus seems more judicious to use connected components obtained with background subtraction.
A tracking method based directly on connected components implies some difficulties. For example, when two distinct objects are very close, they form only one connected component and at the opposite, the same object can be represented by several blobs if there is a partial occlusion or if there are holes in the foreground mask. So, to deal with these common cases, we use in addition points of interest tracking. At every time t, we have a list of present blobs and a list of tracked objects in previous frames. So, we attempt to make the matching between these two lists. To do that, we use the matching matrix H t defined with:
where M corresponds to the number of tracked objects and N to the number of blobs for the current frame. β i,j = 1 if the tracked object i matched with the blob j, whereas β i,j = 0. Each tracked object is characterized by a set of points of interest. These points are tracked, frame by frame. The position of these points, regarding connected components, enables to match tracked objects with detected blobs. The tracking of points of interest is carried out with Lucas and Kanade's method [27] . Two constraints are added to the original method:
1. each point of interest must be on a foreground pixel.
Otherwise, this point is removed from the list and a new one is created. 2. When a new interest point is created, we impose a constraint concerning the distance with other points in order to have homogeneous distribution in space of points of interest on the object.
The matching between tracked objects and blobs is made calculating, for each blob, to which object points belong. Let γ i,j be the number of points belonging to the i object present on the blob j:
The threshold τ 3 directly depends on the number of points used to represent an object. In practice, the threshold τ 3 is fixed at 25% of the number of points of interest per object.
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An example is given in figure 2 where there are five tracked objects (represented by their points of interest) and five blobs detected. With equation 8, we are able to build the matching matrix H t . Since there are five objects and five blobs, the matrix H t is a 5 × 5 matrix: The figure 2 presents the 5 cases considered in our tracking method. The behavior adopted in each one of these 5 cases is described below.
Matching:
This first case appears when only one blob corresponds to one object. So, we simply update coordinates of the tracked object by those observed at time t. 2. Splitting: In this case, an object is represented by several blobs. This can be due to partial occlusions or when several distinct objects sufficiently close in the previous frames to be fused, move away to each other on the current frame. In order to make the distinction between these two cases, each tracked object i has a variable λ i which corresponds to the number of objects that represents the object i. λ i = 1 means that the object i represents one object. Thus, if λ i > 1 and the object i is represented by several blobs, we split the object i in several objects and decrease the value of λ i . If λ i = 1, we update the object i by the union of the corresponding blobs (with a constraint about the distance between blobs). 3. Fusion: In this case, one blob represents several objects. We do not fuse objects immediately. Coordinates of each object will be assigned with coordinates of the bounding box of the blob but each object will keep its own points of interest during a few tens images. Then, objects are removed and a new object k is created. New points of interest are initialized and the value λ k is initialized with the sum of the λ of fused objects. This enables to track independently the objects of the scene even with short mutual occlusions. 4. Deletion: In this case of figure, an object does not correspond to any blob. If it is the case during several frames, this object is simply removed from the list. 5. Creation: In this case, one blob does not correspond to any object of the list, then a new object i is created, its points of interest and the value of λ i are initialized. We assume λ i = 1.
We present in the figure 3 an example of tracking result with a partial occlusion.
Classification
We present in this section the classification method used in our system. First, we present briefly the Viola et al.'s method [38] , then we detail the part-based classification and the confidence index.
Adaboost and Haar-like filters
In order to recognize humans from any other moving objects or false detection of the background subtraction algorithm, we use the Viola et al.'s method [38] . This choice has been motivated by the good performance of this method and especially because of its relatively low computation cost. Actually, its cascade architecture permits to quickly reject false examples and integral images allow to compute Haar-like features with just few operations. Here, 14 Haar-like filters are used and, as shown in figure 4 , those filters are made of two or three black and white rectangles. The feature values x i are computed with a weighted sum of pixels of each component. inria-00545469, version 1 -17 Oct 2012 Fig. 3 Illustration of tracking result with a partial occlusion. The first row corresponds to input images with interest points associated with each object (one color per object) and the second row corresponds to the tracking result with a label consistent in time for each object.
Each feature x i is then fed to a simple one-threshold weak classifier f i :
where +1 corresponds to a human shape and −1 to a non-human shape. The threshold τ i corresponds to the optimal threshold that minimizes the misclassification error of the weak classifier f i estimated during the training stage. Then, a more robust classifier is built with several weak classifiers trained with a boosting method [32] :
Then, a cascade of boosted classifiers is built (cf. figure 5 ). F j corresponds to the boosted classifier of the j th stage of the cascade. Each stage can reject or accept the input window. Whenever an input window passes through every stages, the algorithm labels it as a human shape. An area of interest around the tracked object is defined with a margin d on each side of its bounding box. This area of interest is analyzed by the classifier with various positions and scales. The figure 6 presents the bounding box of one detected object and the area of interest surrounding it.
In a practical way, the classifier analyzes the area of interest with a shift of 2 pixels in the horizontal and vertical direction. As the size of the person potentially present is not known a priori and the classifier has a fixed size, the area of interest is analyzed several times by modifying its scale. The size of the area of interest is divided by a factor of 1.2 between two scales. By using a sliding window on several scales and positions, there are logically several overlapping detections which represent only one person. To fuse overlapping detections, Gu et al. [18] use for example the Mean-Shift algorithm. For computation speed, we use the average of results which intersect. The criterion of the competition Pascal [11] is used to detect the intersections:
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where B i and B j represent bounding boxes of detections i and j. If P as(B i , B j ) > τ 4 , detections i and j will be merged. The new detection result will have for centroid, width and height the mean of centroids, means and heights of detections i and j. The number of fused detection will be used to determine a confidence index.
Part-based classification
In an indoor environment, partial occlusions are frequent. It is thus clearly insufficient to seek in the area of interest only forms similar to the human body in its whole. The upper part of the body (head and shoulders) is often the only visible part. In practice, four classifiers are used:
-the whole body, -the upper-body (front/back view), -the upper-body (left view), -the upper-body (right view).
It is important to use several classifiers for the upper part of the body. Indeed, we empirically noticed that only one classifier for head and shoulders seen with all points of view was not sufficiently robust. In practice, we learn one left view classifier and use its symmetrical for the right view classifier. The size of the classifier of the whole body is 12 × 36, composed of 27 boosted classifiers and 4457 weak classifiers. This classifier was trained on the well-known INRIA person dataset [7] in which we reduced the size of the context around each person. The classifiers of the upper-body (front/back) are of size 20×20, composed of 23 stages and 1549 weak classifiers. Profile classifiers are of size 20 × 20, made of 22 stages and 1109 weak classifiers.
Confidence index
As seen previously, one detection result is a superposition of several detections. It is thus possible to build a confidence index Y i,t for one classifier at time t for the object i, which depends of the number of detections ̟ i,t :
where ν is a constant. ν corresponds to the minimum number of detections so that the confidence index is maximum. For one person, there are four confidence indexes
i,t and Y 4 i,t corresponding to the detection result of each classifier. Since it is possible to track independently each object in the scene, it is possible to assign a label consistent in time to every tracked object. So, we build an confidence index I i,t which depends on the confidence index of this same object i at the previous time and the confidence indexes of the four classifiers at the time t:
where
. This confidence index varies between 0 and 1, 1 is its maximum. α 1 , α 2 and α 3 are three thresholds making it possible to control the speed with which new information are taking into account. α 1 = 0 is imposed if there is no detection of the whole-body detector because of a partial occlusion and α 3 = 0 if there is at least one detection. These parameters values depend on a compromise between the false detections and the missed detections tolerance and depend also on the performance of each classifier in comparison with the others. Finally, a simple thresholding of this index enables to determine the nature of the tracked object.
Experimental results
We present in this section quantitative evaluation results. Our method is compared with: -method 1: We firstly use a state of the art commercial person detector based on Passive Infrared (PIR) technology (e.g. [24] ). -method 2: The original Viola et al. [38] detection system used in a sliding window framework analyzing every image. -method 3: This method is based on method 2 in which the search space of the classifier is reduced with background subtraction, called Viola [38] + BS.
We present in the following: the dataset used for the evaluation and two different experiments. In the first one, we evaluate the binary output of the algorithm answering the question: is there someone in the room? Then we present a second experiment which considers also the number of detected persons and the precision of their localization.
The video dataset
In order to evaluate the system presented above, industrial partners involved in the CAPTHOM project have expressed their specific needs through a set of reference scenarios. We use three classes of scenarios from which we have built the evaluation dataset: -Set 1: Scenarios involving a normal use of a room.
In these scenarios, we need to detect humans that are static or moving, sitting or standing. We use 14 images sequences in 9 different places (offices, meeting rooms, corridors and dining rooms). -Set 2: Scenarios of unusual activities (slow or fast falls, abnormal agitation). We have here 7 images sequences. -Set 3: Finally, scenarios gathering all false detections stimuli (illumination variation, moving objects etc). We carried out 8 images sequences here.
In the following, Set 4 is defined as the union of these 3 sets. In total, we use 29 images sequences in 10 different places. Images have a resolution of 320 × 240 and have an "average" quality. Each images sequence lasts from 2 to 10 minutes.
Human detection evaluation
In this section, we present the results obtained by the proposed method and three other ones previously described over various video datasets. Results are presented based on the maximal value of the f-score defined by:
where Recall and P recision are defined with: Results presented in table 1 permits to make some remarks. First of all, it appears clearly here that the detector PIR does not present sufficient performances. Its principal drawback is that it can detect only temperature variations and so just moving persons. In many scenarios, there are so a lot of missed detections (false negative). Then, with the Viola et al. [38] detection system, even if results are appreciably better, performances observed do not allow an industrial application. By using also background subtraction with the Viola et al. [38] detection method, the number of falsepositives has clearly fallen. Indeed, with this method, the background subtraction makes possible to reduce the search space of the classifier and thus there are logically less false detections. Finally, with the proposed method, which also uses tracking to have a history of displacements of persons, we are able "to smooth" in time detection results and thus to detect one person even if the classifier cannot recognize the person due for example to an unusual posture.
We showed here the advantages of using background subtraction and tracking. The performances of the proposed method are good since this method presents, for a detection rate of 97%, a false detection rate of approximately 3%.
Global evaluation
The evaluation presented here, has been designed to consider the evaluation of the number of detected persons and the precision of their localizations. This method is directly inspired from the work of Hemery et al. [20] . It is based on four stages, namely:
1. the calculation of the matching between ground truth and detection results, 2. the evaluation of localization, 3. the compensation of under and over detections, 4. the calculation of a global score.
So, the first stage is the calculation of the matching between ground truth and detection results. To do that, we build the matching matrix H, defined by:
where M corresponds to the number of objects in the ground truth, and N to the number of detected persons. Each element of this matrix β i,j represents the matching value between the object i of the ground truth A i and the j person detected B j defined by:
We consider here the bounding boxes of detection results. The matching matrix H for detection results of figure 7 is given below as illustration: The matching is then done thresholding each element of this matrix. By doing this, it is possible that one detection result corresponds to several objects in the ground truth. Indeed, since the algorithm that we propose here is largely based on the background subtraction, this case of figure is relatively frequent when two persons are close in the image. For the example of figure 7 , we obtain the following matching matrix:
Then, if β i,j = 1, we evaluate the precision of the localization with the Martin criterion [28] . It has been shown in [21] that this metric is the most reliable one. The localization evaluation between the object i from the ground truth A i and the detection j, called B j , is defined by:
Finally, we compute the mean of the Martin values for all β i,j = 1 by adding one 0 for each underdetection and each over-detection. In the above example, the value of the total score is:
We present in Performances obtained with the proposed method are once again higher than other methods. Our method is largely based on connected components obtained with the background subtraction. So, when two people are close in one image, only one connected component will represent them in the image. Thus, in the calculation of the global score, our method will be strongly penalized because there will be one under-detection and one bad localization considered, whereas the two people are detected but represented by only one connected component. In spite of that, performances of our method are better than the other ones. We present in figure 8 examples of results.
Hardware ressources
We present in the figure 9, the repartition of the CPU use between the various modules of the algorithm presented above. Of course, this distribution is variable and depends on the size of the area of interest analyzed by the classifier. If no area of interest is detected, the totality of the CPU will be used by the background subtraction and other operations (acquisition, initialization of variables etc.). Results presented in the figure 9 represent the mean of repartition computing over all videos of our dataset when there is at least one object detected, so various sizes and number of areas of interest are considered.
One can notice that the large majority of the computing time is used by the classifier. Indeed, we use finally 4 classifiers scanning the area of interest. However, this system is able to reach about 10 frames per second using a standard computer.
Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a real-time computer vision algorithm for human detection in video. This system is based on three distinct parts. We firstly use inria-00545469, version 1 -17 Oct 2012 Fig. 8 Examples of results. Fig. 9 Hardware ressources background subtraction to limit the search space of the classifier. As each connected component detected potentially corresponds to one person, each blob is independently tracked. Finally, in order to know the nature of various objects that could be present in the scene, we use multiple part-based classifiers.
Results are very satisfactory since we reach a detection rate of 97% for approximately 3% of false and missed detections. These results are good since the scenarios on which the method was evaluated are representative of "real" scenes. Strengths of this method are due to the background subtraction which make possible to reduce the search space of the classifier and thus to reduce the number of false detections. The various levels of updates of the background model makes possible to manage most cases that could be observed in "real world" (variation of illumination, introduction or removal of static objects etc). Objects tracking in the image plan enables to build a confidence index on the recognition which evolves in time and thus allows to limit specific missed detections due to unusual postures.
While results are good enough to plan industrial applications, we are now working on the optimization of the algorithm in order to use it in an embedded hardware.
